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EIS, but requires additional informa-
tion, a supplement is prepared, consid-
ering the new, modified, or missing in-
formation. Existing documents are in-
corporated by reference and conclu-
sions are published as either a FNSI or 
NOI to supplement the EIS. 

(4) If the proposed action is not cov-
ered adequately in any existing EA or 
EIS, or is of a significantly larger 
scope than that described in the exist-
ing document, an EA is prepared, fol-
lowed by either a FNSI or NOI to pre-
pare an EIS. Initiation of an EIS may 
proceed without first preparing an EA, 
if deemed appropriate by the pro-
ponent. 

(5) If the proposed action is not with-
in the scope of any existing EA or EIS, 
then the proponent must begin the 
preparation of a new EA or EIS, as ap-
propriate. 

(b) The proponent of a proposed ac-
tion may adopt appropriate environ-
mental documents (EAs or EISs) pre-
pared by another agency (40 CFR 
1500.4(n) and 1506.3). In such cases, the 
proponent will document their use in a 
REC FNSI, or ROD. 

§ 651.13 Classified actions. 
(a) For proposed actions and NEPA 

analyses involving classified informa-
tion, AR 380–5 (Department of the 
Army Information Security Program) 
will be followed. 

(b) Classification does not relieve a 
proponent of the requirement to assess 
and document the environmental ef-
fects of a proposed action. 

(c) When classified information can 
be reasonably separated from other in-
formation and a meaningful environ-
mental analysis produced, unclassified 
documents will be prepared and proc-
essed in accordance with this part. 
Classified portions will be kept sepa-
rate and provided to reviewers and de-
cision makers in accordance with AR 
380–5. 

(d) When classified information is 
such an integral part of the analysis of 
a proposal that a meaningful unclassi-
fied NEPA analysis cannot be pro-
duced, the proponent, in consultation 
with the appropriate security and envi-
ronmental offices, will form a team to 
review classified NEPA analysis. This 
interdisciplinary team will include en-

vironmental professionals to ensure 
that the consideration of environ-
mental effects will be consistent with 
the letter and intent of NEPA, includ-
ing public participation requirements 
for those aspects which are not classi-
fied. 

§ 651.14 Integration with Army plan-
ning. 

(a) Early integration. The Army goal 
is to concurrently integrate environ-
mental reviews with other Army plan-
ning and decision-making actions, 
thereby avoiding delays in mission ac-
complishment. To achieve this goal, 
proponents shall complete NEPA anal-
ysis as part of any recommendation or 
report to decision makers prior to the 
decision (subject to 40 CFR 1506.1). 
Early planning (inclusion in Installa-
tion Master Plans, INRMPs, ICRMPs, 
Acquisition Strategies, strategic plans, 
etc.) will allow efficient program or 
project execution later in the process. 

(1) The planning process will identify 
issues that are likely to have an effect 
on the environment, or to be con-
troversial. In most cases, local citizens 
and/or existing advisory groups should 
assist in identifying potentially con-
troversial issues during the planning 
process. The planning process also 
identifies minor issues that have little 
or no measurable environmental effect, 
and it is sound NEPA practice to re-
duce or eliminate discussion of minor 
issues to help focus analyses. Such an 
approach will minimize unnecessary 
analysis and discussion in the NEPA 
process and documents. 

(2) Decision makers will be informed 
of and consider the environmental con-
sequences at the same time as other 
factors such as mission requirements, 
schedule, and cost. If permits or coordi-
nation are required (for example, Sec-
tion 404 of the Clean Water Act, Endan-
gered Species Act consultation, Sec-
tion 106 of the National Historic Pres-
ervation Act (NHPA), etc.), they should 
be initiated no later than the scoping 
phase of the process and should run 
parallel to the NEPA process, not se-
quential to it. This practice is in ac-
cordance with the recommendations 
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